Identifying the unauthorized user in e-government compliant system using valid proofs
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Abstract

Citizens of our country face municipal complications like Street damage, Street cleaning, Garbage bin overflowing, light post damage, water outage etc. They started to register their complaints with advanced technologies. The complaint registration has many ways to file their complaints, it makes easier to register the complaint and saves our time. To solve these types of complications, we are going to implement a web application that helps the people to intimate about their issues directly to the government officer. So when the people identify any complications in the city’s environment then, the government officer will solve the complications through his web portal. This will minimize time as well as money to go to an office for complaint registration. If the problem solved by those subjective then user will get the problem solved message. Otherwise, the problem will be again send to higher authorities to take action about it. The message alert will happen repeatedly until the problem gets solve. Only the authorized persons have the rights to create the account by using aadhar card etc.
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1. Introduction

In developing countries India is one of the country because of technology development. There is no direct communication between people to government. In India have lack of communication between people and government create a way for bribery. All the people are the complaint as a paper with their proof submit like a document, so document maintenance and storage are need a lot. In olden days people are given their complaints as just a paper given authorized persons, so that documents are must be secured and stored in an individual storage area is needed. Any government employee are not yet to come and ask their complaint what they needed to changes need in their place. People are go and given their complaints to the authorized person. At that time also they would not be taken any action. Some authorized persons are not do their work in proper manner. Then documents are stored in a computer so that all the complaints taken to store in a computer. Now a days in India all the works are done as a digitalized. But complaint system are does not makes any change. But if they have modern complaint system but they are not use their system [19-29].

The complaint was valuable feedback for improvement the infrastructure of the city and village. The people have complaint and opinion about the environment and infrastructure of the city. Nowadays the people want to give the complaint the follow so much of rule and regulation and it undergo lengthy process like the people going to the government office, stand in queue and waste so much of valuable time and effort. Now days many of the use the mobile and computers. So our project is provide the online approach to give their complaint to municipality officer. So the project is provide the better

Communication with officers. In our system, we are going to implement the give the complaint without the paper document. The complaint was fully digitalized and documents are used as softcopy. So we are going to implement as a web application because the web application is used all the systems and mobiles. In this online complaint portal, the people give the complaint about the issues like street damage, water scarcity, street light damage and etc. When the complaint registered is this portal the complaint was sent to particular officer mail ID and notification with the complaint address. So the complaint is easily seen by officer. The complaint not solved in
particular time the complaint if forwarded to higher officer. The officer update the status of the complainant after solved.

2. Literature review

Grievance Registration on Mobile Application under Smart City Project
In our country,[2] citizens are facing so many social complication like street damage, street cleaning, garbage bin overflowing, light post damage, water outage and traffic etc. There are several ways to file the complaints with the help of advanced technologies. In this paper, it presents the construction of a GPS based Complaint Redressed System. The complaint can be registered through the Android mobile application. GPS sensor in smart mobiles is used to determine the exact location of the complaint as a visual proof like photo, video. The visual proof of problematic place, take as photo use by the camera and submitted to with the complaint. The advantage of this application is getting the correct information and from the user. It also detects the location and complication place that can be send to the government officer. In the existing system, the government officer can receive the complaint from any unauthorized areas. In the proposed system, he can get complaints from only the authorized areas and it is very easy for the government officer to solve the problem quickly

E-Complaint Manager for Smart City
A complaint [3] system is a set of procedures used in organizations to address the complaints and resolve the problems. E-Complain manager for smart city is completely based on web portal for managing users complain. This complaint system is specifically designed for smart cities to register the user’s complaint. By using this application users can easily fill the complaint form in few seconds. In the existing system, citizens of the city has to visit the municipal office to register their complaints. For registering their complaints they need to stand in the queue so, it takes lot of time to register the complaint. This process takes a large amount of time and finally it will reach the higher authority. The current process is very slow in access and the customers need to visit the office. In the proposed system, the complaint can be registered quickly and the customer have the direct interaction with the higher official. The complaints can be easily registered by the customer from any place. Customers can give their complaints through the respective officer’s e-mail.

Mobile Application Interface to Register Citizen Complaint
In our country, [1] the daily operations and functioning of the city is taken care by the municipal authorities with the help of government. The government should take the responsibilities to manage and solve the complaints which are given by the peoples. Every city has some problems, that problems can be solved by the respective government authorities. For the large city, the government needs to be aware of any problem and it can be identified by using sensors/CCTV cameras. Another way to register their complaint is visiting the municipal officer directly and giving the complaint to him. Then, he will listen to your complaint and asks some more information and finally he fill the complaint in an electric form. There are many ways to register the complaints, by contacting through a call center or by filling the complaint registration form through the web portal. In this paper we are going to purpose an Android Application Mobile interface that can be used to register the complaints. The main purpose is to provide an easy, cheap and quick mode of complaint registration. In the proposed system, it will help the citizens of the city people to register their complaints anytime, and in any places.

Online complaints using Android application
Our citizens [5] are having day to day social problems in the cities like Street damage, Water scarcity, and some other problems. To solve the problems the peoples have to register their complaints to the municipal officer. Then the municipal officer will take necessary steps to solve the problem which is occurred in the city. In this system the daily problems can be registered as a complaint by using mobile application. The mobile application helps the citizens to register their complaints as soon as possible. This interface provides a camera which helps to click a picture of that issue and they can upload that photo along with that complaint. The location of complaint is tracked by using the Global Positioning System (GPS). This process provides the exact location of the particular complaint. The author had designed this Android application mainly to file the complaints and take actions quickly. By using this system the citizens work time can be saved and the municipal authorities can easily identify the problems to solve [11-18].

Online Complaint Management System

Online [6] Complaint Management System provides an online way of solving the problems which is faced by the peoples to save their time and eradicate corruption. By using this system peoples can easily able to register their complaints through online. The main objective of the complaint management system is to make the complaints easier to co-ordinate, monitor, and track and then it can be resolved. In this system the peoples can register their complaints through online and not go to the municipal office. The municipal authorities regularly check the online complaints which are filed by peoples. Then they take the actions for those problems in the city. The author says that by using this system the public can save their time and eradicate corruption in government offices. The citizens need not go to the municipal office for getting his problem solved. People can get his problem solved by posting it through online. The Online Complaint Management System helps the peoples to file their complaints directly through the higher officials and solve their problems.

3. Algorithm

Function main ()
Get the value to select the user;
If user == employee
Login (employee);
Else if user == people
Login (people);
Else
Register ()
End if-else;
End main;

Function login (value)
Get the user id;
Get the password;
For i = 0 to n
If userid == data1 and password, == data2
front_page_user ();
Return;
Else
Print, "the password or username is incorrect";
End if-else;
End for loop;
End function;

Function user ()
Get the value;
Data <- add_the_complaint;
data1 <- see_the_status_complaint;
If value == data
add_the_complaint ();
Else if value == data1
status_complaint ();
End if-else;
End user;

Function employee ()
Get the value;
If value == data
see_complaint ();
Else if value == data1
update_status_complaint ();
End if-else;
End employee;
4. Research evolution

For example, we served for both x city and y city. In the x city we served about the problems like Water scarcity, street cleaning, pothole, and street light damages. We focused six months survey for identifying these problems. Citizens gave the complaints about these social problems to the municipal officer. If a citizen gives a complaint about the water scarcity problem then the government takes lots of time to resolve the problem. It takes four months to resolve the water scarcity problem. Normally, for the water scarcity problem it takes more time to solve because, the municipal officer needs to contact his higher official for that he need to get the appointment from him. He/she need to purchase the requirements like bore well, pipes. So for this only it takes more time to finish the work. For every decision, the municipal officer needs to contact his higher official. When we implement in our project the manpower and time will be reduced. If there is a problem about street cleaning it takes two days to solve the problem. For a pothole problem, it takes one to two weeks to solve the problem. If there is a problem about street light damage then it takes one week to resolve the problem.

After real-time execute our project we have seen lots of improvement in solving and approaching the complaints. We have reduced the manpower in both sides with the help of online system. Peoples can register their complaints from home, computer center, or through mobiles. This process takes less amount of time compared to previous system and peoples can easily register their complaints. The government employee can receive the complaints easily throughout the mobile phones and email. If we need to get an approval from his/her higher, official he/she can send the documents through our system or email.

Therefore, this will also reduce the manpower and time in employee side.

We have real-time execute our project in x and y city. In x city there is a water scarcity problem, a citizen of x city had registered the complaint in our system. When the complaint registered in our system, the information about the complaint has been sent to the particular government employee. The government employee verifies about the complaint and analyzes the needs for that complaint and then he will submit the details about the complaint to the higher official for approval and money needed for that complaint. It takes some amount of time to complete the field work. So, the complaint can be resolved within one and half or two months. The remaining problems of x and y cities took less time to complete when compared to the time period before implementation of our project.

In other complaint system not have valid user verification system but in our complaint system we used valid user verification. If the complaints has been solved employee will notify the user and send a proof of photo copy of the complaint. By user verification adhere card is used to locate the location of the user and send a proof of photo copy of the complaint. By user verification adhere card is used to locate the location of the user and it1

5. Conclusion

In our project, there are many advantages to register the complaints easily. We can reduce the manpower and time in both the people side and employee side. So, it can save their time and solve the problem quickly. The government proofs only accepted for registering the complaints. Therefore, the duplicate complaints cannot be registered. In the future, we are going to work on the process of Google speech and voice recognition for blind people.
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